TOTAL ACTION PETROL CLEANER

A total clean-up from the fuel tank to the exhaust pipe

Wynn’s Special Edition Petrol Total Action Cleaner has been specially developed to give your cars fuel system a complete clean-up utilizing our 80 years of experience.

Properties

✓ Cleans the injectors and fuel system.
✓ Restores engines performance.
✓ Reduces exhaust emissions.
✓ Maximizes fuel economy.

Applications

✓ Suitable for all petrol engines including indirect and direct injection and hybrid engines.
✓ Compatible with all petrol system components including catalytic converters and Gasoline Particulate Filters.
✓ For Petrol and bio petrol up to E10.

Directions

✓ Add one bottle to an minimum of 20 litres of Petrol.
✓ For best results use every third tank of fuel.
✓ Bottle is suitable for capless fuel fillers.

Packaging

PN 36064- 12x325ML- EN